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Abstract: The work proposed a reliability demonstration test (RDT) process, which can be employed
to determine whether a finite population is accepted or rejected. Bayesian and non-Bayesian
approaches were compared in the proposed RDT process, as were lot and sequential sampling.
One-shot devices, such as bullets, fire extinguishers, and grenades, were used as test targets, with their
functioning state expressible as a binary model. A hypergeometric distribution was adopted as the
likelihood function for a finite population consisting of binary items. It was demonstrated that
a beta-binomial distribution was the conjugate prior of the hypergeometric likelihood function.
According to the Bayesian approach, the posterior beta-binomial distribution is used to decide on the
acceptance or rejection of the population in the RDT. The proposed method in this work could be
used to select item providers in a supply chain, who guarantee a predetermined reliability target and
confidence level. Numerical examples show that a Bayesian approach with sequential sampling has
the advantage of only requiring a small sample size to determine the acceptance of a finite population.

Keywords: quality level; supply chain; reliability demonstration test; Bayesian approach; conjugacy;
beta-binomial distribution; sequential sampling; one-shot devices; finite population

1. Introduction

Most manufacturers consider sustainability when developing and marketing new products.
Sustainability itself is significantly affected by strategic decision-making during the product
development stage. The importance of this has been illustrated by Hallstedt et al. [1] and
Michelon et al. [2], who presented an approach to assessing sustainability integration in a strategic
decision-making system for product development, whilst Siva et al. [3] built a conceptual framework
designed to build sustainability capabilities by combining product development and quality
management. In safety-related industries, such as automotive airbags and fire extinguishers, customers
see product quality as a key success factor; thus, after developing a new product, quality levels must
be assessed. In supply chain management, risk of quality failure must be managed. The results of
quality failure at the upstream supply chain can be overwhelming. This is due to the interdependence
of the supply chain partners [4]. Indeed, unless adequate quality assessment is conducted during the
development stage, the performance of new products cannot be guaranteed during the operational
stage. However, one-shot devices are not reusable after testing, and it is therefore necessary to select of
item providers in a supply chain that satisfy customer demand for quality using as few products as
possible during the quality assessment stage.

Reliability demonstration tests (RDTs) are widely used to determine whether a designed product
meets a predetermined minimum reliability level under various engineering settings. Satisfying
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minimum reliability levels can be taken as a guarantee of a product’s quality. It is important that an
RDT be designed to reflect the specific test environment, which includes the reliability metrics, the test
target, the sampling method, and sample size [5,6].

Reliability metrics are summary statistics calculated from sample data that represent the degree to
which a system can be considered reliable [7,8]. Previous RDT approaches have employed two types
of reliability metrics, i.e., failure time and failure count, to assess system failure [9,10]. Failure time
includes mean time to failure (MTTF), mean time between failure (MTBF), and B10 life (i.e., the period
during which no more than 10% of the product population is expected to fail). Failure count is based
on the reliability–confidence level (R-C), which serves as a binary measure of success or failure [11,12].
These two types of metrics have been used to assess continuously operating test targets, such as tanks
or submarines, which are classified as either repairable or non-repairable, and with one-shot devices,
such as rockets or missiles, which are all non-repairable.

Past research on RDTs has mainly focused on determining the minimum sample size required
to accept a population [13]. Recent studies have tended to establish more realistic settings when
determining the optimal sample size. For example, RDTs often use a fixed R-C level as a reliability
metric for a given testing period. However, Chen et al. [14] employed an approach in which RDTs were
able to meet customer requirements by incorporating different times coupled with different R-C levels.
For the convenience of RDT sample size calculation, most RDT research has been conducted based
on the specific characteristics of a single component with no prior information about the population
and with independent samples. However, Guo [15] employed an RDT for one-shot devices that
used multiple components and a hybrid model of Bayesian and variance propagation. In addition,
in a study by Kleyner et al. [11], the optimal sample size was calculated using a mixed prior and
between-product similarity.

A binomial distribution is frequently used to model failure count data [14,16–19]. Binomial
RDTs are mainly used when the test data is binary; they are particularly useful for the destructive
and time-consuming sample testing of one-shot devices, such as bullets, fire extinguishers, grenades,
and missiles. Based on past experience in product development and test environments for these
one-shot devices or components, designers aim to meet a pre-determined reliability target.

2. Inference Method—Bayesian and Non-Bayesian Approaches

The non-Bayesian method is a traditional approach to statistical inference. When previous
experience and data are not available for RDTs, many sample tests are required to demonstrate high
reliability with high confidence levels. However, the number of one-shot devices used in real-life
testing is usually very small due to costs, and the non-Bayesian approach to statistical inference does
not explain past experience [10].

To overcome these limitations, the Bayesian approach has been adopted because it combines
subjective judgment or prior experience, with data from test samples to predict the probabilistic
characteristics of a population. That is, the Bayesian approach uses a combination of previous
experience and new test data when applying statistical tools to assess reliability metrics. In the
Bayesian approach, a posterior distribution is derived from a prior distribution and a likelihood
function, and the RDTs are conducted using the derived posterior distribution. When new sample data
is added, this posterior distribution is then employed as a prior distribution in the process of producing
a new posterior distribution. This cyclical use of the posterior distribution as a prior distribution in
the RDTs of a finite population is known as the Bayesian learning process [20]. Using this method,
it is particularly important to determine the optimal sample size for binomial RDTs, for one-shot
devices [11,15,16,21].

As mentioned above, when using the Bayesian approach, it is necessary to employ both a
likelihood function and a prior distribution to estimate the posterior distribution. A natural-conjugate
prior distribution is employed as a likelihood function when they are of the same functional
form [22–25]. Applying Bayesian statistics and using prior knowledge accumulated in previous
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stages of the design process, also helps to reduce the sample size required to meet a product’s reliability
specifications [11]. These studies use a binomial distribution as binary sample data. In particular,
for one-shot devices, a binomial distribution is often applied to test results because the outcome is
either a success or a failure.

However, the use of a binomial distribution as a likelihood function without considering
population properties such as size, defective ratio, and sampling data type can be problematic.
For instance, if the defective ratio within a population (q) is unknown, random samples cannot possibly
be independent. This is because q can be updated using sampled data, which means that samples are
no longer probabilistically independent. Furthermore, a binomial distribution is used when samples
are taken from an infinite population or with replacement from a finite population. However, sampling
without replacement is conducted for the testing of one-shot devices.

In this work, a hypergeometric distribution is adopted as a likelihood function for a finite population
consisting of one-shot devices. According to the Bayesian framework, it can be mathematically
demonstrated that a beta-binomial distribution is the conjugate prior of a hypergeometric likelihood
function. A posterior beta-binomial distribution is then used to make decisions in RDTs.

3. Scope of the Proposed RDT Process

Notation:

N* = infinite population size
N = finite population size
X* = number of defective items in N*
X = number of defective items in N
n = sample size selected from a population of size N
k = number of defective items from sample size n
R = population reliability
CL = confidence level
q = defective ratio within population N, which equals X*/N*

This work assumes that lot sampling is used to simultaneously test lots of size n, while sequential
sampling is employed for testing one item at a time. RDTs require that the sampling method,
sample size, data type, and reliability metrics be determined based on the specific test environment.
This environment may have a finite population, the presence of prior information, and restrictions
of time and money in the sampling process; however, surprisingly few studies have systematically
examined the RDT process with respect to these important factors. The choice of an optimal RDT
strategy is of great practical importance in product development. In this respect, the R-C measure
serves as a suitable reliability metric for the acceptance or rejection of a population when the test result
for an individual item from that population is classified as a success or a failure.

Figure 1 illustrates the scope of the present work, which deals with a finite population of
single-component products assessed using failure count data. In order to determine the optimal
sample size, lot and sequential sampling are adopted for the RDTs, while the non-Bayesian and
Bayesian inference approaches are compared.

Most previous RDT studies calculate the initial sample size n for success-based testing. In this
approach, the population is accepted when no defective items are found within a sample of n items.
Though success-based testing is regularly employed in industry in the hopes that a sample will contain
no defective items and the population will be accepted, defective items are often found during testing
due to the fact that the defective ratio q within the population is unknown.

It remains unclear exactly what RDT process should be followed to determine the acceptance of a
population when defective items appear in a sample. It is thus necessary to develop an RDT process
that has a suitable method for determining the number of additional items from the population that
need to be sampled when a defective item appears during testing, while simultaneously considering
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specific sampling methods, such as lot or sequential sampling. It is particularly important to consider
both lot and sequential sampling, because a sufficient sample size for RDTs cannot be guaranteed in
new product development projects.
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Figure 1. Scope of the current work.

One technical aspect of note in the present work is that the sampling results are immediately used
to obtain a posterior distribution from the prior distribution of the population’s parameters using the
Bayesian approach. Using the natural-conjugate prior distribution of the likelihood function allows
the posterior distribution’s functional form to be expressed easily.

Starting with a population of size N with X defective items within the population, the population
size and the number of defective items will be updated after the sampling process in the following
manner: N, N − n1, N − n2, . . . and X, X − k1, X − k2, . . ., where ni is the i-th sample and ki is the
number of defective items in ni. Figure 2 presents the proposed RDT process for calculating
the additional number of items that need to be sampled after detecting defective items during
success-based testing.
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Whether the population is finite or infinite, and whether prior information is present or absent,
are established in the “Population” step. In the “#1 step,” the initial sample size n is determined
using the non-Bayesian or Bayesian approach, as explained in Sections 3 and 4. This initial sample
size is calculated using information on population size, confidence level, population reliability,
and the inference method without test data. An RDT is then conducted with initial sample size
n. The population is accepted when no defects are detected in the initial sample. If the number of
defective items k in the initial sample is not 0, the “#2 step” is implemented, in which the value of n (e.g.,
the first sample size n, the second sample size n) can be obtained from N and the maximum number of
allowable defective items X0 using both non-Bayesian and Bayesian approaches. If the accumulated
number of defects k in the sample exceeds X0, the population is rejected. The n calculated in the
“#2 step” can vary according to the sampling method (i.e., lot or sequential). Therefore, the optimal
sample size required for RDTs depends on the sampling method, so both lot and sequential sampling
must be considered when determining the sampling size.

4. Sampling Distributions for a Finite Population

The present work employs an RDT for a finite population, and non-Bayesian and Bayesian
approaches to determine the optimal sample size. When sampling from a finite population, the size
of the population N and the number of defective items X in that population can be written as
N, N − n1, N − n2, . . . and X, X − k1, X − k2, . . ., respectively, where is the i-th sample and ki is the
number of defective items in ni. A Bayesian approach can be used to calculate p(X = x) when
conducting an RDT for a finite population. In this approach, the multiplication of the prior distribution
p(X = x) and the likelihood function p(data|X = x) is proportional to the posterior distribution
p(X− k = x− k|data ), as expressed in Equation (1):

p(X− k = x− k|data ) ∝ p(data|X = x )p(X = x). (1)

A binomial probability distribution can be employed under the assumption that either the size
of the population is infinite or the samples are independent. When the population is finite and the
samples are dependent, a hypergeometric probability distribution should be employed. The present
work is particularly interested in RDTs for a finite population. Thus, p(data = k|X = x) represents the
probability distribution of the samples from a finite population and is expressed as a hypergeometric
distribution in Equation (2):

p(data = k|X = x) =

(
x
k

)(
N − x
n− k

)
(

N
n

) =

(
n
k

)(
N − n
x− k

)
(

N
x

) , k = 0, 1, · · · , min(n, x). (2)

This work mathematically calculates the conjugacy between the hypergeometric distribution and
the beta-binomial distribution, and then determines the optimal sample size. The prior distribution
p(X = x) is calculated to estimate the posterior distribution p(X − k = x− k|data ). It is reasonable
to expect that this can be obtained from the relationship between the sample and population sizes,
as illustrated in Figure 3, given the N∗ of a large population regarded to be infinite, the N of a finite
population, X∗ (the total number of defective items in N∗), X (the number of defects in N), and k
(the number of defective items in the sample n). The finite population is assumed be a subset of the
infinite population.
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Figure 3. Relationship between the sample and population sizes.

The conjugacy between the hypergeometric and beta-binomial distributions is calculated using
the first sample (i = 1), as shown in Appendix A [26]. The conjugacy is then verified for i = 2, 3, 4 . . .
through the sequential calculation of the posterior distribution. The generalizations of Equations (A6)
and (2) correspond to Equations (3) and (4), respectively, where datai denotes the number of defective
items ki from ni.

pi((X−
i

∑
j=1

k j) = (x−
i

∑
j=1

k j)|datai ) =
P(datai |X=x)Pi−1(X=x)

∑
x

P(datai |X=x)Pi−1(X=x) ,

x =
i−1
∑

j=1
k j, · · · , N −

i−1
∑

j=1
(nj − k j), i = 2, 3, 4, · · · ,

(3)

p(datai|(X−
i−1
∑

j=1
k j)−(x−

i−1
∑

j=1
k j)) =

 x−
i−1
∑

j=1
k j

ki


 Ni − x +

i−1
∑

j=1
k j

ni − ki


 Ni

ni

 ,

Ni = N −
i−1
∑

j=1
nj.

(4)

Combining Equations (A7), (3), and (4) leads to a generalized formula for the i-th posterior
distribution, shown in Equation (5):

pi((X−
i

∑
j=1

k j) = (x−
i

∑
j=1

k j)|datai ) =


N −

i
∑

j=1
nj

X−
i

∑
j=1

k j

 β(a+x,b+N−x)

β(a+
i

∑
j=1

kj ,b+
i

∑
j=1

(nj−kj))

. (5)

5. Sample Size Based on the Proposed RDT

Figure 4 presents the process adopted by the present work to determine the optimal sample size.
X0 is the maximum number of allowable defective items, and the initial sample size n is obtained
from success-based testing (at k = 0) through a series of calculations using a finite population and the
R-C measure.
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As shown in Table 1, a population is accepted with 95% reliability and a 90% confidence level
for the non-Bayesian approach, when 37 items selected from that population are found to be free of
defects. It should be noted that, in the absence of prior information regarding the parameter values for
the beta-binomial distribution, it is assumed that a = 1 and b = 1 [10].

Table 1. Results for the n values by method (95% reliability and 90% confidence level).

Method Prior Sampling Initial n First n Second n Third n

Non-Bayesian no prior lot 37 27
(total 64)

19
(total 83)

12
(total 95)

sequential 37

34
(total 57)
(failure at
23rd item)

28
(total 76)
(failure at
48th item)

27
(total 87)
(failure at
60th item)

Bayesian uniform lot 31 25
(total 56)

19
(total 75)

13
(total 88)

sequential 31

28
(total 51)
(failure at
23rd item)

22
(total 70)
(failure at
48th item)

21
(total 81)
(failure at
60th item)

beta-binomial lot 31 19
(total 50)

16
(total 66)

13
(total 79)

sequential 31

27
(total 50)
(failure at
23rd item)

18
(total 66)
(failure at
48th item)

19
(total 79)
(failure at
60th item)

Table 1 summarizes the series of calculations used to determine optimal sample size in the RDT
process, given N = 100, 95% reliability, and a 90% confidence level target requirement. Here, “Initial n”
represents the optimal sample size for success-based testing in the absence of sample data. “First n”
in Table 1 is the number of additional items that are required for testing when the initial n contains a
defective item. The computation of the optimal sample size is outlined in Appendix B. The value of
the initial n differs, depending on which inference method is used to determine the sample size (i.e.,
non-Bayesian or Bayesian). Once the initial n has been calculated, different sampling methods produce
different values for the first n.
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Numerical examples show that a beta-binomial Bayesian approach with sequential sampling
has the advantage of requiring only a small sample size when determining the acceptance of a finite
population. When the beta-binomial Bayesian method is applied, the total number of additional
items required for sampling is the same for both lot and sequential sampling, when determining the
acceptance or rejection of a finite population. However, the sample size calculated for sequential
sampling was the same as or smaller than that obtained for lot sampling because lot sampling tests
lots of size n simultaneously, and sequential sampling tests one item at a time.

6. Conclusions

The present work proposed an RDT process that is able to reflect the specific test environment,
including the test target, sample size, inference method, and sampling method. Both lot and sequential
sampling were considered in this RDT process because optimal sample sizes for RDTs cannot be
guaranteed in test environments for new product development projects. This process was implemented
when a defective item appeared during success-based testing, employing both non-Bayesian and
Bayesian approaches based on R-C failure data for one-shot devices. This work considered the samples
to not be independent. Thus, a hypergeometric distribution was adopted as a likelihood function for
a finite population consisting of one-shot devices. Based on the Bayesian framework, the conjugacy
between the hypergeometric likelihood function and a beta-binomial distribution was mathematically
calculated. The posterior beta-binomial distribution was used to decide in the RDT, on whether to
accept or reject the population.

The results indicated that a beta-binomial Bayesian approach with sequential sampling has the
smallest optimal sample size when determining the acceptance or rejection of a finite population.
The proposed RDT process can thus be used in similar test environments, such as in new product
development projects.

The present work was founded on the absence of prior information about the target population.
In future research, this RDT process could be extended to examine additional ways to decrease the
sample size required for RDTs. One possible option in this respect could be changing the parameter
values for the prior distribution based on prior information or expert opinion on the population.
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Appendix A

In this Appendix A, the prior distribution p(X = x) is calculated to estimate the posterior
distribution p(X− k = x− k|data ). Given the assumption that the values X∗, N∗ are close to unlimited,
the defective ratio is expressed as q (or X∗

N∗ → q ). The conditional probability of X given q from N is
expressed as bi(N, q) in Equation (A1). q can be written as beta(a, b) in Equation (A2), and p(X = x)
denotes the unconditional probability distribution. Combining Equations (A1) and (A2), Equation (A3)
can be expressed as bet− bin(N, a, b) in Equation (A4).

p(X = x|q ) =
(

N
x

)
qx(1− q)N−x, (A1)

P(q) =
Γ(a + b)
Γ(a)Γ(b)

qa−1(1− q)b−1, (A2)
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p(X = x) =
1∫

0

p(X = x|q )p(q)dq, (A3)

p(X = x) =

(
N
x

)
β(a + x, b + N − x)

β(a, b)
, x = 0, 1, · · · , N. (A4)

The replacement of N with n and x with k in Equation (A4) can be expressed as Equation (A5):

p(data = k) =

(
n
k

)
β(a + k, b + n− k)

β(a, b)
, k = 0, 1, · · · , n. (A5)

Using Bayes’ theorem, the value of the posterior distribution can be expressed as Equation (A6):

p(X− k = x− k|data ) =
p(data = k|X = x )p(X = x)

p(data = k)
. (A6)

Based on Equations (2), (A4), and (A5), the form of the posterior distribution is identical to that of
the beta-binomial distribution, given that k is the number of defective items in a sample. In other words,
the parameters for the prior distribution p(X = x) and posterior distribution p(X− k = x− k|data )
are updated from bet− bin(N, a, b) and bet− bin(N − n, a + k, b + n− k), respectively. The foregoing
shows the conjugacy between the hypergeometric distribution and the beta-binomial distribution in
Equation (A7):

p(X− k = x− k|data ) =

(
N − n
x− k

)
β(a + x, b + N − x)
β(a + k, b + n− k)

, x = k, k + 1, · · · , N − (n− k). (A7)

Appendix B

Appendix B describes the calculation process and equations used to compute the results of Table 1.
The non-Bayesian method uses Equation (A8) and the Bayesian method uses Equations (A9) and (A10),
to calculate the optimal sample required for RDT. Table 1 shows some of the simulated data assuming
defective items were found in the initial samples. Using Equations (A8)–(A10) and the proposed RDT
process, we can calculate the optimal n in RDT under different conditions.(

N − X0

n

)
(

N
n

) ≤ 1− CL, (A8)

X0

∑
x=0

(
N − x

n

)
(

N + 1
n + 1

) ≥ CL, (A9)

X0

∑
x=0

(
N − n

x

)
B(a + x, b + N − x)

B(a, b + n)
≥ CL. (A10)

As a numerical example, for a population size of N = 100 with 95% reliability (R) and a
90% confidence level (CL), the initial n was calculated to be 37 and 31 for the non-Bayesian
(using Equation (A8)) and Bayesian (by using Equations (A9) and (A10)) approaches, respectively,
in success-based testing (k = 0). Based on Equation (A8), the optimal sample sizes (n = 37) required for
the success-based testing of a population size of N = 100 (R = 0.95, CL = 0.9) are given in Table 1.
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When adopting a sequential sampling approach, if the first defective item is the 23rd item of the
initial sample (either 37 or 31), N = 100− n, X0 = 5− k is updated with n = 23 and k = 1.

Based on Equations (A8) and (A9), the optimal sample sizes (first n = 34 and first n = 28) required
for the success-based testing of the population N = 77, X0 = 4 (R = 0.95, CL = 0.9) are given in Table 1.
The value n = 28 is based on a Bayesian uniform distribution. Using the Bayesian beta-binomial
distribution Equation (A10), n = 27 is calculated when a = 1 + k and b = 1 + n – k, using n = 23 and k = 1.

The second n in Table 1 is the number of additional items that require testing based on the first n
when a second defective item is drawn from the population, whilst the third n represents the number of
additional items required for testing based on the second n when a third defective item is drawn from
the population. The total n is the overall sample size required for the RDT. The mean and variation of
the beta-binomial distribution are Equations (A11) and (A12). The summary statistics of the posterior
distribution can be calculated using Equations (A11) and (A12).

E(X) =
Na

a + b
, (A11)

V(X) =
Nab(a + b + N)

(a + b)2(a + b + 1)
. (A12)

Table A1 summarizes the sensitivity of the hyperparameters from a beta-binomial distribution,
in the series of calculations used to determine sample size, given N = 100, 95% reliability, and a 90%
confidence level target requirement. The larger the value of hyperparameter b, the smaller the initial n.

Table A1. The sensitivity of the hyperparameters from a beta-binomial distribution.

a 1 1 1 1 1
b 1 2 3 4 5

Initial n 31 30 30 29 28
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